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By Annie Auerbach

Sterling Juvenile, United States, 2011. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 224 x 150 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. This book is suitable for children aged 4 to 8 years old. An unlikely
chameleon hero accidentally proves his mettle in this hilarious beginning reader adaptation of
Rango , Paramount s animated family feature film which releases Spring 2011. In this beginning
reader adaptation of the film, a pet chameleon named Rango is stranded in the desert and finds his
way to Dirt, a tumbleweeds town outside Las Vegas inhabited by hundreds of gun-slinging, ten
gallon hat-wearing critters. Lost and lonely, Rango bravely straps on a pair of chaps and tells a tall
tale that convinces the towns folk to appoint him sheriff. Not everyone buys his story though,
especially a bully of a gila monster named Bad Bill who challenges Rango to a classic Western
showdown. Before either creature can draw guns, the dreaded Red Tailed Hawk appears - and he s
got his own lunch plans for Rango. By hook and by crook (and with a heap of luck), Rango manages
to fell the Hawk, solidifying his Clint Eastwood-esque cowboy reputation. This slap-stick, high-noon
spotlight on scene from the...
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ReviewsReviews

The publication is great and fantastic. I actually have read through and i am sure that i am going to planning to go through yet again yet again down the
road. I realized this pdf from my dad and i encouraged this publication to understand.
-- Jamarcus Runolfsson-- Jamarcus Runolfsson

A top quality publication as well as the typeface used was intriguing to learn. Yes, it is play, still an amazing and interesting literature. I discovered this
publication from my i and dad suggested this book to learn.
-- Prof. Louvenia Flatley-- Prof. Louvenia Flatley
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